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Changing Software Development: Learning to Become AgileJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	“Successful companies have known the importance of continuous change and learning for a long time; this is the first book that describes these concepts in an organic way in the context of software development. A must read for everybody involved in this business.”


	Giovanni Asproni, Director, Asprotunity...
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Programming Entity Framework: Building Data Centric Apps with the ADO.NET Entity FrameworkO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Get a thorough introduction to ADO.NET Entity Framework 4 -- Microsoft's core framework for modeling and interacting with data in .NET applications. The second edition of this acclaimed guide provides a hands-on tour of the framework latest version in Visual Studio 2010 and .NET Framework 4. Not only will you learn how to use EF4...
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BizTalk 2013 EDI for Supply Chain Management: Working with Invoices, Purchase Orders and Related Document TypesApress, 2013

	Building a successful supply chain processing EDI implementation in BizTalk Server can be complex. Decisions must be made around how to extract and publish data, how to map to the various EDI standards, and how to appropriately batch and deliver data. If architected properly, your BizTalk solution can be highly efficient, simple, and...
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Dreamweaver MX 2004 Savvy(tm)Sybex, 2004
Savvy - n. Practical know-how.
    Dreamweaver MX 2004 Savvy is an incredibly in-depth and thorough guide to Macromedia's powerful web publishing software. This book includes detailed coverage of everything from migrating sites over from other applications to using Cascading Style Sheets to working with the...
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Doing Objects in Visual Basic 2005 (The Addison-Wesley Microsoft Technology Series)Addison Wesley, 2007
Welcome to the latest in the series of Doing Objects books. This series started in 1995 with Visual Basic 4.0, when VB could first do objects. At that time, little had been discussed about using object-oriented design and development techniques with Visual Basic. To help improve that situation, almost half of each book in the series was...
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CINEMA 4D 10 WorkshopFocal Press, 2007
Model, animate and render with a practical command of all the essential functions and tools in CINEMA 4D 10. Detailed tutorials, suitable for novices and experienced users alike, demonstrate how to navigate the redesigned UI and orient you to the workflow. Next, the author guides you through the creation of a more complex project in which you...
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LINQ in ActionManning Publications, 2008
LINQ, Language INtegrated Query, is a new extension to the Visual Basic and C# programming languages designed to simplify data queries and database interaction. It addreses O/R mapping issues by making query operations like SQL statements part of the programming language. It also offers built-in support for querying in-memory collections like...
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Network: Theorizing Knowledge Work in TelecommunicationsCambridge University Press, 2008
How does a telecommunications company function when its right hand often doesn't know what its left hand is doing? How do rapidly expanding, interdisciplinary organizations hold together and perform their knowledge work? In this book, Clay Spinuzzi draws on two warring theories of work activity - activity theory and actor-network theory - to...
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Dependability of Networked Computer-based Systems (Springer Series in Reliability Engineering)Springer, 2011

	This book is meant for research scholars, scientists and practitioners involved with
	the application of computer-based systems in critical applications. Ensuring
	dependability of systems used in critical applications is important due to the
	impact of their failures on human life, investment and environment. The individual
	aspects of...
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XAML Developer ReferenceMicrosoft Press, 2011

	XAML is ubiquitous today. Whether with Silverlight, WPF, WF, various XPS formats, or XML-based formats, XAML is being used in a whole lot of Microsoft platform- based technologies. Though based on XML, XAML is unlike most other markup languages, because it is strongly linked to CLR assemblies through its objects.
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Investing Strategies for the High Net-Worth Investor: Maximize Returns on Taxable PortfoliosMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	A proven model for achieving high returns on taxable investments


	Investing Strategies for the High Net-Worth Investor showcases an investing approach that helps readers understand the unique challenges and opportunities that wealthy families face when building a diversified portfolio for multiple generations. Renowned...
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Market Leader Intermediate Practice FilePearson Education, 2010

	The 3rd edition Course Book includes: * All new reading texts from the Financial Times * All new case studies with opinions from successful consultants who work in the real world of business * All new listening texts reflecting the global nature of business * New 'Business Across Cultures' spreads * New Vocabulary Trainer...
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